NOTES:

129523  ANVIL ASSEMBLY CONSISTS OF
125446-04  ANVIL INSERT
116544  ANVIL HOLDER
BOTH NOT AVAILABLE SEPARATELY
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SECTION A–A

115858  1  RETAINING NUT  6
115861  1  SPRING  5
115859  1  FOLLOWER  4
116574  1  CHUCK JAW  3
116545  1  COLLET  2
129523  1  ANVIL ASSEMBLY  1

PART NO.  QTY  DESCRIPTION  ITEM

IDENTIFICATION PER SPEC
42-311: ★ PERMANENT

HUCK INTERNATIONAL, INC., I.S.D
1 CORPORATE DR
KINGSTON, NEW YORK 12401

ITAR/ECCN: EAR99
NON SELF RELEASING
-04 BLIND RIVET
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